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The Films and Publications Act, 1996 (the Act), requires all films, including interactive computer games, and certain publications tobeclassified bythe Film
and Publication Board (the "Board') before they may beoffered forsale, hire orexhibition inSouth Africa.
The purpose ofclassification isto protect children from exposure topotentially disturbing and harmful materials and, insofarassex isconcerned, from
premature exposure toadult experiences, and to provide such cautionary information aswill allow adult South Africans to make informed viewing and reading
choices, both forthemselves and forchildren intheir care. These Guidelines setout thecriteria which must be applied bytheBoard in making claSsification
decisions. The Guidelines are based onresearch ontheeffects of the media onthe development ofchildren and ongenerally-accepted standards ofthe
South African community asindicated inpublic comments on the draft guidelines.

2 Guidingprinciples

Aclassification committee, drawn from a panel ofexaminers appointed through a process ofpublic nominations, examines afilm (or aninteractive computer
game ora publication) against thefollowing principles-

that adults have a right tofreedom ofexpression within thelaw
that children must beprotected from materials that pose a risk ofharm
that classification decisions must reflect generally-accepted community standards
that thepublic has a right to be informed of material which some may find offensive and to beprotected from unsolicited exposure to
such materials, and
that classification decisions take account ofthehuman rights values enshrined in the Constitution, especially with regard to respect for
the dignity ofallSouth Africans and the best interests of the child standard asdefined intheChildren's Act.

Inmaking their decisions, classification committees, consistent with theprinciple that inallmatters concerning children, thebest interests ofthechild are
paramount, aim tostrike a reasonable balance between competing interests and theprotection ofchildren from potentially disturbing, harmful and age
inappropriate materials. It should benoted that child pornography isnot amatter forclassification. Any film, interactive computer game orpublication
containing scenes, images ordescriptions ofchild pornography isamatter forcriminal investigation and prosecution.

3 Classifiable elements and consumer information

Films, interactive computer games and publications are classified into two general categories: restricted and unrestricted.

Materials inthe restricted categoly areindicated bythe letter "X". Only materials classified "X18" may bedistributed orexhibited but only bytheholders of
licences toconduct thebusiness ofadult premises, inaccordance with theconditions setout insection 24(2) oftheAct, and only topersons oforabove the
age of 18years. Guidelines forthe restricted category are setout inSchedules 1and 2, read with Schedule 5,Schedules 6 and 7,read with Schedule 9,and
Schedule 10ofthe Act and are not reproduced inthese Guidelines. Materials classified "XX" may not bedistributed orexhibited inpublic.

Materials intheunrestricted category may bedistributed orexhibited byany person who is registered with the Board asadistributor orexhibitor offilms.
However, certain materials may berated fordistribution orexhibition only to persons oforabove aspecified age group.

Classification decisions are legally enforceable and theAct provides foranumber ofoffences with respect tothe distribution orexhibition offilms, games and
publications contrary tosuch conditions asmay have been imposed onthem interms ofa decision ofthe Board.
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3.1 The Board has identified thefollowing asclassifiable elements which classification committees are required toassess within thecontext ofthefilm,
game orpublication: violence, sex, nudity, language, and prejudice ornegative stereotyping based onrace, ethnicity, gender orreligion orother group
identifiable characteristics.

Consumer information is indicated bysymbols: 'V' warns ofviolent scenes; US" indicates scenes involving sexual conduct; "N" isfornudity; "L"is information
about strong language, and "P" isadvice that thematerial contains scenes orlanguage that is biased orprejUdiced with regard to race, ethnicity, gender or
religion orother group-identifiable characteristics. Where it may benecessary toadvise the public ofcontent outside theconsumer alert symbols, such as
blasphemy orsubstance abuse, forinstance, theBoard may impose acondition that allmaterials advertising that film carry clear information about such
content.

The guidelines below are foruse by classification committees indetermining what may bepotentially disturbing orharmful to, orage-inappropriate for, children
in films, games orpublications falling outside the restricted rX")category.

Inapplying the Guidelines, classification committees will assess theimpact oftheclassifiable elements within the context ofthefilm, game orpublication being
examined. It istheintensity and frequency ofaclassifiable element that will determine therating ofthematerial examined: themore intense and frequent a
classifiable element, the more likely that the material will begiven a higher age rating. However, classification decisions are notbased onindividual
classifiable elements but onthecumulative impact ofclassifiable elements within the context ofthetheme orstory-line.

TheClassification Guidelines

Films

There are seven classification categories for films. These range from "A" (suitable for all ages) to "18" (material
considered unsuitable foranyone younger than 18years).

The "AR and ·PG" are all-age advisory categories, the "10M" category requires adult accompaniment and the "10",
"13", "16" and "18" categories are legally restricted topersons of and above the specified age. The "1 OM" category
may contain materials which some parents may consider inappropriate fortheir particular children. The "10", "13", "16"
and "18" categories will contain materials considered potentially harmful or disturbing to children in the relevant age
groups.

Films containing child pornography depictions ordescriptions ofchild pornography and materials listed in section 16(2)
of the Constitution will be "Refused Classification" and, where necessary, be referred to the police for appropriate
action.

itA": suitable for all ages

Films in this category are considered suitable for allages. They contain nothing harmful, disturbing or inappropriate to
even very young, unaccompanied children.

Theme

Language

Drugs

Prejudice

Themes are treated ina way that will not threaten a child's sense ofsecurity and well-being.

No strong language, such as swear words, threats, abuse, profanity or prejudice. There may
infrequent use ofmild language ("damn") within context.

There are no scenes condoning, promoting, glamorising or encouraging the use of drugs, including
alcohol and tobacco.

If the film contains any prejudice or negative stereotyping, the context makes it clear that such
prejudice iswrong. Issues of race, gender, religion and other expressions of intolerance and prejudice
are resolved in a manner that not only shows respect forhuman beings and/or groups but can also be
understood byeven young children and will not encourage disrespectful and harmful behaviour.
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non-sexual

Sex

Violence

There are no scenes ofsexual activity, actual or implied. There may be brief expressions of affection,
such as embracing orkissing, innon-sexual context.

There may be brief scenes ofunrealistic, non-threatening and very low-impact violence and scenes of
mild threat, menace orsuspense. There will be noscenes ofdomestic orpsychological violence.

"PG": Parental Guidance

This is an advisory category, alerting parents to the fact that the film may contain some material that might confuse or
upset some unaccompanied children. While the film is not judged unsuitable for children in general, parents are
advised to monitor the contents, either by finding out more about the film orbywatching ij with their children so asto
provide reassuring comfort tosensinve children.

Theme

Language

Drugs

Prejudice

Nudity
Sex

Violence

No themes are treated in a way that might threaten a child's sense ofsecurity orwell-being. A "PG"
classification without consumer information indicates that children may need parental guidance as the
theme itself may be complex.

No strong language, such as swear words, threats, abuse, profanity or prejudice. There may be
frequent use ofmild language within context, such as"damn" or"shif'.

There are no scenes condoning, promoting, glamorising or encouraging the use of drugs, including
alcohol and tobacco.

If the film contains any prejudice or negative stereotyping, the context makes ij clear that. such
prejudice iswrong. Issues of race, gender, religion and other expressions of intolerance are resolved
ina manner that not only shows respect for human beings and/or groups but can also be understood
by even young children and will not encourage disrespectful and harmful behaviour.

There isno nudity but there may be brief scenes ofnakedness innatural but non-sexual contexts.
There are no scenes ofsexual activity, actual or implied, beyond brief expressions ofaffection, such
as embracing orkissing, innon-sexual contexts.

There may be brief scenes ofunrealistic, non-threatening and very low-impact violence and scenes of
mild threat, menace orsuspense but no scenes of domestic orpsychological violence.

"10M": Adult accompaniment for children under 10 years

This is a legally-restricted classification. No child under the age of 10 years is permined to watch a film classified
"10M" unless accompanied byan adult.
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Theme Themes may becomplex and may involve troubling social issues but they are treated insuch a way
that, though confusing, they will not be disturbing toyounger viewers in the reassuring company ofan
adult.

Language There may be infrequent strong language within context but not expressions which are abusive,
demeaning orprejudicial ofany person orgroup.

Drugs There may be scenes ofdrug and substance abuse, without instructional detail and within context.
The use ofdrugs and substances isnenher glamorised nor encouraged.

Prejudice If the film contains any prejudice or negative stereotyping, the context makes ~ clear that such
prejudice is wrong. Issues of race, gender, religion and other expressions of intolerance are resolved
in a manner that not only shows respect for human beings and/or groups but can also be understood
by even young children and will not encourage disrespectful and harmful behaviour.

l\Iudity There is no nudity but there may be scenes of nakedness in natural, non-sexual context but without
frontal close-ups orfocus on breasts and genitals.

Sex There may be brief and infrequent scenes of implied sexual activities, w~hout lingering close-ups or
suggestive sound effects and within the context ofgenerally-accepted s~uations.

Violence There may be scenes of mild, but not of domestic or psychological, violence. These do not last long
and are neither graphic nor bloody. They take place inthe context of the story. Violence is not shown
as glamorous. The overall message isthat violence has consequences and isnot an acceptable way
toresolve conflicts. Scenes ofthreat, menace orsuspense are oflow impact and non-threatening.

"10": Not suitable forchildren under the age of 10 years

This is a legally-restricted classification. No child under the age of 10 years is permitted to watch such a film in a
cinema or rent such avideo orDVD.

Theme

Language

Themes may be complex but the overall message is reassuring toachild's sense ofsecurity and well
being.

There may be strong language occurring infrequently within the context of the story, depending on
tone and message. Expressions of racial, gender, religious orsexual abuse may occur but are within
context to show that such conduct is wrong and unacceptable as demeaning and disrespectful of
human dignity.
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Drugs

Prejudice

Nudity

Sex

Violence

Scenes of drug and substance abuse may occur. They are brief and within the context of the story.
There is no instructional detail and drug and substance abuse is not glamorised, condoned or
encouraged.

If the film contains any prejudice or negative stereotyping, the context makes it clear that such
prejudice is wrong. Issues of race, gender, religion and other expressions of intolerance are resolved
in a manner that not only shows respect for human beings and/or groups but can also be understood
by even young children and will notencourage disrespectful and harmful behaviour.

There may be brief scenes of non-frontal nudity but without lingering close-ups in discreetly implied
sexual activities.

There may be brief scenes of implied sexual activities, related to the development of plot, theme or
character, but without any suggestion of sexual abuse, violence or exploitation. There will be no
lingering close-ups orsuggestive sound effects.

Scenes of mild violence may occur but not of domestic or psychological violence. These do not last
long and are neither graphic nor gory. They take place in the context of the story. Violence is not
shown as glamorous. The overall message is that violence has consequences and is not an
acceptable way to resolve conflicts. Where threat, menace or suspense occurs, it will not be
disturbing tochildren of10 years and older.

"13": Not suitable for children under the age of 13 years

This is a legally-restricted! classification. No child under the age of 13 years is permitted to watch such a film in a
cinema orrent such avideo or DVD.

Theme

Language

Drugs

Prejudice

Themes may be more complex than in films classified "A", "PG" or "10". They may include troubling
social ormoral issues, but are handled sensitively. The overall impact ofthe film will reinforce positive
values.

There may be strong language occurring within context as part of the plot or characterisation.
Expressions of hatred based on race, gender and religion may occur within context but are treated in
a way that shows such conduct tobewrong and unacceptable.

There may be scenes of drug and substance abuse occurring within context. There is no instructive
detail, glamorisation orencouragement ofdrug orsubstance abuse.

If the film contains any prejudice or negative stereotyping, the context makes it clear that such
prejudice iswrong. Issues of race, gender, religion and other expressions ofintolerance and prejudice
are resolved in a manner that shows respect for human beings and/or groups and will not incite
disrespectful and harmful behaviour.
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NUdity Scenes ofnudity may occur, without lingering close-ups and within the context ofthe story, enhancing
the plot orcharacter development.

Sex There may be brief scenes of implied sexual activity, related to the development of plot, theme or
character. There is no suggestion ofabuse, violence orexploitation within asexual context.

Violence Scenes of realistic "and mild violence, without graphic or bloody detail, may occur within a meaningful
context, forming part of plot or character development. There are no scenes glamorising, condoning
or encouraging violence as a way to resolve conflicts. There may be scenes of domestic or
psychological violence occurring within the context ofthe theme, plot orcharacter development.

"16": Not suitable for children under the age of 16years

This is a legally-restricted classification. No person under the age of 16years is permitted to watch such a film in a
cinema orrent such avideo orDVD.

Theme

Language

Drugs

Prejudice

NUdity

Sex

Violence

Themes may be complex and may include troubling social or moral issues. Outcomes may not
necessarily be pro-social.

Strong language may be used within the context ofthe story aspart ofplot orcharacter development.

Scenes of drug and substance abuse may occur but without instructive detail. There are no scenes
condoning, glamorising orencouraging drugs and substance abuse.

If the film contains any prejudice or negative stereotyping, the context makes it clear that such
prejudice iswrong. Issues of race, gender, religion and other expressions of intolerance and prejudice
are resolved in a manner that shows respect for human beings and/or groups and will not incite
harmful behaviour.
There may be scenes of nudity, including close-ups. But the context is not sexually abusive or
exploitative.

Scenes ofsexual activity may occur within the context ofthe story, but without lingering close-ups on
intimate parts of the body.

Scenes of realistic violence may occur within a meaningful context, forming part ofplot or
character development. There are no scenes glamorising, condoning or encouraging violence as
a way toresolve conflicts.
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This is a legally-restrictE~d classification. No person under the age of 18 years is permitted to watch such a film in a
cinema or rent such avideo orDVD.

Theme

Language

Drugs

Prejudice

Nudity

Sex

Violence

Avariety ofthemes is possible.

There may be strong language.

There may be scenes of drug and substance abuse.

There may be scenes showing bias and negative stereotyping w~hin the context of the story but not a
nature that might incite harmful behaviour. The overall message reinforces respect for all human
beings.

There may beprolonged scenes ofnudity. If the context is sexual, there is nofocus on genital contact.

Scenes ofsexual activity may occur. There isneither extreme sexual violence nor sexual violence of a
kind that might incite viewers to harmful behaviour.

There may bescenes of sustained and graphic violence but notof an explicitly extreme nature as to
incite harmful behaviour.

Interactive Computer Games

"Game" for the purpose of the Act means a computer programme or software and associated data capable of
generating a display on a computer monitor, television screen, liquid crystal display or similar medium that allows the
playing of an interactive game but does not include business, accounting, professional, scientific or educational
computer software unless the software includes a game that contains material that falls within Schedules 6, 7,8 or 10
of the Act. An "interactiv(~ game" means a game in which the way the game proceeds and the results achieved at
various stages ofthegame isdetermined oraffected by the decisions, inputs and direct involvement ofa player.

There are five classification categories for games: "A", "10", "13", "16" and "18". These categories are not based
on levels of difficulties in playing the game buton the frequency and intensity of classifiable elements occurring in the
game.

Games which contain depictions or descriptions of child pornography and materials listed in section 16(2) of the
Constitution will be "Refused Classification" and, where necessary, bereferred tothepolice forappropriate action.
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Games classified "A" contain nothing that is considered harmful, disturbing or age-inappropriate. However, parental
supervision may be necessary forvery young children.

Language

Drugs

Prejudice

Nudity

Sex

Violence

Crime

No strong language, such as swear words, threats, abuse, profanity or prejUdice. There may
infrequent use ofmild language ("damn") within context.

No depictions ofdrug orsubstance abuse

No prejudice or negative stereotyping based on race, ethnicity, gender, religion or other group
identifiable characteristics

No scenes ofnudity

No scenes ofor references tosexual activity

There may be scenes of minimal violence in playful, comic or highly stylised settings. There are no
sequences that will threaten a child's sense ofsecurity and well-being.

No depictions ofcriminal oranti-social acts orconduct

"10"; Not suitable for children under the age of 10 years

This isa legally-restricted classification. No child under the age of10years is permitted toplayagame classified "10".

Language

Drugs

Prejudice

Nudity

Sex

Violence

There may beoccasional use ofmild language

There are nodepiction ofdrug orsubstance abuse

No scenes of prejudice or negative stereotyping with regard to race, ethnicity, gender orreligion
orother group identifiable characteristics

There are noscenes ofnudity

,
There may bescenes ofsexual innuendo necessary for the development ofplot, character ortheme

Violence should be mild and form an integral part of the plot or character development. There are no
prolonged or extreme images of violence, such as close-ups and graphic depictions of people
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suffering either physically or emotionally as result of violent acts or accidents. The negative
consequences of violence should be shown. Fear inducing dialogue and actions should not cause
discomfort ordistress.

Crime There are no scenes encouraging criminal and anti-social acts orconduct

"13": Not suitable for children under the age of 13 years

This is a legally-restricted classification. No child under the age of 13 years is permitted to play a game classifie3d
"13".

Language

Drugs

Prejudice

Nudity

Sex

Violence

Crime

There may be occasional use ofstrong language

There are no depictions ofdrug orsubstance abuse

There may be scenes ofprejudice or stereotyping forming part ofcharacter orplot development

Scenes ofnudity may occur, without lingering close-ups and within the context ofthe story, enhancing
the plot or character development and not for exploitative purposes

There may be mildly provocative sexual themes but there isno focus on sexual activity or
sequences ofsexual abuse orexploitation

Sequences ofmild violence may occur, with the protagonist shown inunsafe orviolent situations. But
there are no graphic orgory deaths and no mutilation ordismemberment ofanimal orhuman bodies.

There may be sequences ofcriminal acts orconduct, but shown as having negative consequences
and as unacceptable behaviour

"16: Not suitable for children under the age of16-years

This isa legally-restricted classification. 1\10 child under the age of16 years ispermitted toplaya game classified "16".

Language

Drugs

There ma.y be strong language.

Drug and substance abuse may occur but without instructive detail. Drug and substance abuse is not
glamorized or encouraged
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Prejudice Ifprejudice ornegative stereotyping occurs, it does not promote orencourage hatred
based on race, gender, ethnicity or religion orother group identifiable characteristics.

Nudity There may be sequences of nudity but these are incontext and not gratuitous

Sex There are may be brief scenes ofsexual activity. But there are nosequences ofsexual abuse,
exploitation orthreats

Violence The game may include sequences of intense violence ingraphic detail

Crime There may be scenes of criminal acts or conduct but no sequences
glamorising or encouraging criminal activities

"18"; Notsuitable for children under theage of 18-vears

This is a legally-restricted classification. No person under the age of 18 years is permitted to playa game classified
"18".

Language

Drugs

Prejudice

Nudity

Sex

Violence

Crime

Publications

There may be very strong language

Sequences ofdrug and substance abuse may occur

Prejudice ornegative stereotyping may occur. But it does not promote orencourage hatred based
on race, gender, ethnicity or religion orother group-identifiable characteristics

There may be frequent and prolonged sequences ofnudity

There may be sequences ofsexual activity. But these are incontext and not explicit

Sequences ofsustained, intense and graphic violence may occur. But there isno sexual ordomestic
violence

There may be sequences ofcriminal acts orconduct.

There are two categories of publications which are subject to regulation by classification in terms of the Act: (i) a
publication in respect of which a complaint has been lodged with the Board that that publication be referred to a
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classification committee for examination and classification, and (ii) "submittable publications" which contain visual
presentations ordescriptions listed in Schedules 1 or2, which must be submitted tothe Board for classification prior to
distribution. The guidelines below will be used in the classification of publications forming the subject-matter of
complaints to the Board. Guidelines for the classification of"submittable puoncanons" are set out in Schedules 1 and
2 tothe Act and are not reproduced inthese Guidelines.

No Classification Necessary

A publication which, in the opinion of a classification committee, contains no classifiable elements that may be
potentially disturbing, harmful orage-inappropriate tochildren ofall ages, will not be subject to any restrictions and no
classification will, therefore, be necessary for such publications.

Classification Guidelines ForAge-Inappropriate Materials

Publications considered inappropriate, but not disturbing or harmful, for younger readers, will be classified "PG13". A
"PG13" classification is advisory and alerts parents to the fact that the publication may contain materials which some
may find inappropriate for their children. In particular, the way a theme istreated may distress orupset readers under
the age of 13 years. There may be depictions or descriptions of intense violence, including domestic, sexual or
psychological violence, sexual activities, nudity, strong and coarse language and prejudice or negative
stereotyping w~hin context as part ofplot or character development. There may also be depictions and descriptions of
drugand substance abuse.

Classification Guidelines for Potentially Disturbing or Harmful Content

Publications with potentially disturbing or harmful content will be classified "18" and may be distributed or exhibited
only topersons ofand above the age of18 years. A publication will be classified "18" if:

(a) its theme, and, inparticular, the treatment of its theme, suggests that it is intended for adults

(b) it contains the following classifiable elements at a level of frequency and intensity that may cause
developmental harm and emotional orpsychological trauma tochildren-

Violence

Sex

Nudity

Language

Prejudice

Drugs

Detailed depictions and descriptions of high impact violence. Gratuitous, emphasized
orexploMtive realistic violence w~hin adomestic orsexual context.

Detailed depictions and descriptions ofgratu~ous, exploitafve orviolent sexual activities.

Detailed depictions and descriptions ofexploitative sexualized nudity. Undue display of
genitalia.

Strong or coarse language that isoffensive, abusive, derogatory, prejudicial ofan
identifiable group, degrading or demeaning.

Depictions or descriptions of prejudicial ornegative stereotyping based on an
identifiable group characteristic which violates the right todignity ofany person.

Detailed depictions and descriptions ofdrug and substance abuse.

Criminal techniques Detailed depictions and descriptions ofcriminal techniques and imitable harmful
acts orconduct.
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Publications which contain depictions ordescriptions ofchild pornography and materials listed in section 16(2) of the
Constitution will be "Refused Classification" and, where necessary, be referred tothe police forappropriate action.

Restricted Films, Interactive Computer Games and Publications

Schedules 1and 6
Films, interactive computer games and publications which contain real orsimulated depictions, visual presentations or
sequences of-

(a) explicit violent sexual conduct

(b) bestiality, incest orrape

(c) explicit sexual conduct which-

(i) violates orshows disrespect for the right tohuman dignity ofany person or

(ii) degrades a person or

(iii) constitutes incitement tocause harm, or

(d) the explicit infliction orexplicit effects ofextreme violence which constitutes incitement tocause harm

will be classified "XX" and prohibited from distribution orexhibition. However, if the film or publication is a bona fide
documentary or a work of genuine scientific, literary, dramatic or artistic merit, it may be classified with reference to
these Guidelines and not Schedules 1or6.

Schedules 2 and 7

Films, interactive computer games and publications which contain real orsimulated depictions, visual presentations or
sequences of explicit sexual conduct, which, in the case of sexual intercourse, includes explicit visuals of genitals and
publications which contain descriptions ofconduct or acts listed in Schedule 1 (see Schedules 1 and 6 above) will be
classified "X18", unless the film or publication is a bona fide documentary or a work of genuine scientific, literary,
dramatic orartistic merit, inwhich case itwill be with reference tothese Guidelines and notSchedules 2or7.

Afilm, interactive computer game orpublication classified "X18" may be distributed orexhibited-

(i) only bythe holder ofa licence toconduct the business ofadult premises, and

(ii) only topersons oforabove the age of18years, and

(iii) only from within premises forming part ofa building.
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abusive

bias

rude, disrespectful, harmful, showing contempt

prejudice; aslanted and unjust attitude (usually towards minority oroutsider groups)

classification placing in categories or groups according to the frequency and intensity of classifiable elements
(strong language, nudity, prejudice, sex, and violence)

close-up

context

discreet

expletive

explicit

exploitative

extreme

frequent

frequency
gory

graphic

gratuitous

implied

incite

instructive

intensity

an image ingraphic detail, as if seen from very near

surroundings or background; the whole picture; the other parts of a film, video or game which come
before a.nd after aparticular incident and clarify its meaning

restrained, modest, inoffensive; an image shown from adistance, without lingering on close-up detail

oath, swearword orcurse

candid, loaving nothing tothe imagination; focusing on close-up detail

making use ofsomeone orsomething for selfish or improper reasons

exceptionally intense, graphic or prolonged fantastical not realistic, not of this world (e.g. fairy tales,
science fiction)

often

how often something occurs
bloody; detailed, graphic images ofviolence

vivid, showing all the details

lacking good reason; elements ina film, video orgame which add nothing to the development ofplot
or character

not shown orsaid directly but strongly suggested orhinted at

arouse, stir up, inflame

instructing orshowing how todo something

strength, power, force (in film, the intensity ofascene depends on how long it is, its sound and lighting
effects, language, context, and whether it isshot from adistance or close-up)

legally restrictive limiting by law

lingering focussing and dwelling upon aparticular part ofthe body

mainstream produced for the general public and available in ordinary cinemas and stores

menacing threatenin!~; suggesting harm and arousing fear
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mild moderate, slight, understated

nakedness images ordescriptions ofthe bare human body (partial ortotal) in natural non-sexual contexts

negative insulting, hostile

nudity nakedness within sexualised contexts

prejudice pre-judgement; bias; negative or hostile attitude (usually towards minority or outsider groups) based
not on facts orindividual experience but on group stereotypes

positive outcome a result orconclusion that supports human rights values; an overall message in accord with
the view that it is important tostrive to be a decent human being

profanity blasphemy; language showing lack ofrespect in regard toreligious or sacred matters

protagonist the main character in afilm orgame; the hero orheroine

sexual activity kissing, caressing, embracing, love-making; physical intimacy between people (in mainstream films,
even in the "18" category, images of sexual activity are never as explicit as in adults-only "X18D

material, ego there isno focus on the genitals)

simulated

stereotype

means that the person (or animaij is not a real or actual person but a product of the imagination,
created by using, for instance, computer graphic software; a fictitious or artificial person; a
representation ofa person oran animal

a fixed idea which reduces individuals toa standard, usually prejudiced group mould

strong language includes swear words, expressions ofthreats, abuse, profanity orprejudice

swearword expletive, oath, curse, foul language

theme subject matter; what afilm or publication isabout




